wish; surname Zhu; invoke; express good
wishes; pray to
reside; dwell; stop; live; stay

zuǒ

take note of; pay attention to

zuó tiān

zú qíu
zǔ guó

run; away (in compound verbs, such as
); go; through; move (of vehicle); change
(shape, form, meaning); visit; leave; die
(euph.); walk; from; go away

zòng
zǒu

soccer; football
motherland; homeland

zì xíng chē

zǒng shì

organization; nerve; organized system;
organize; tissue

-est; most; the most

zì
zì jǐ

spout (of teapot etc); mouth; beak

initial; first; primary

zhù
zhù yì
zhuāng

recent; recently; shortest (of routes); soon;
latest; these days; nearest (of locations)

surname Zuo; left

surname Zuo; left

yesterday

recent; recently; shortest (of routes); soon;
latest; these days; nearest (of locations)
initial; first; primary
-est; most; the most
motherland; homeland
soccer; football

run; away (in compound verbs, such as
); go; through; move (of vehicle); change
(shape, form, meaning); visit; leave; die
(euph.); walk; from; go away
second cousin
always

bike; bicycle

own; (reflexive pronoun); self
character; letter; word; symbol
desk; table

wrap (sth in a bag); costume (of an actor in
a play); adorn; pack; adornment; fix; dress;
play a role; load; install; pretend; clothing
take note of; pay attention to
wish; surname Zhu; invoke; express good
wishes; pray to

reside; dwell; stop; live; stay
plan; decision; idea

grow; writings or works; do; write or
compose; feel; regard as; pretend

zhǔ yào

zhū

zhōu wéi

zhòng yào
zhōu

zhōu

base; classifier for buildings, mountains
and similar immovable objects; stand; seat

zhī dao

zhī shi

zhǐ

zhǐ

zhǐ

zhǐ

zhǐ hǎo

zhōng

zhōng jiān

zhōng tóu

zhōng wén

zhōng wǔ

zhōng xué

operation; school assignment; operate;
homework; work; task

zhī

[zhou1]
classifier for birds and certain animals, one
of a pair, some utensils, vessels etc

know; be aware of

knowledge; knowledge-related; intellectual

but; only

indicate or refer to; depend on; (of hair) to
stand on end; point at or to; count on;
finger

classifier for documents, letter etc; paper

just; but; only; merely

be forced to; without any better option;
have to

time as measured in hours and minutes;
clock; bell; o'clock; surname Zhong

between; middle; mid; intermediate

hour

Chinese writing; Chinese written language;
Chinese

noon; midday

middle school

important; major; significant

weekly; week; variant of

|

Zhou Dynasty (1046 BCE - 256 BCE); all;
complete; all over; circumference; make a
circuit; thorough; cycle; help financially;
lap; circle; surname Zhou

environment; surroundings; encompass

hog; swine; pig

major; main; principal; primary

zuò
take (a bus, airplane etc); surname Zuo; sit;
take a seat; bear fruit

zhǔ yi

zuò

zhù

prepare; preparation

final; finally; last; ultimate

zhǔn bèi

zuì hòu
zuì jìn
yesterday

zhuō zi

organization; nerve; organized system;
organize; tissue

bike; bicycle

spout (of teapot etc); mouth; beak
always

zǔ zhī

zì xíng chē
second cousin

zuǐ

final; finally; last; ultimate

prepare; preparation

zǒng shì

own; (reflexive pronoun); self

character; letter; word; symbol

zuì
zuì chū

zhǔn bèi
desk; table

zuì hòu
zuì jìn

zhù
zhù
zhù yì
zhuāng
wrap (sth in a bag); costume (of an actor in
a play); adorn; pack; adornment; fix; dress;
play a role; load; install; pretend; clothing

zhuō zi

zì
zì jǐ

zòng
zǒu

zú qíu
zǔ guó

zǔ zhī
zuǐ
zuì
zuì chū

zuó tiān

zuǒ

zuò

form (a bond or relationship); hold (a party);
put on appearance; write; serve as;
compose; engage in; do; function (in some
capacity); act a part; become; act as; be;
make; pretend; produce; feign; be used for

zuò

zuò yè

zuò yè

zuò

zuò

zuò

zuò

operation; school assignment; operate;
homework; work; task

base; classifier for buildings, mountains
and similar immovable objects; stand; seat

form (a bond or relationship); hold (a party);
put on appearance; write; serve as;
compose; engage in; do; function (in some
capacity); act a part; become; act as; be;
make; pretend; produce; feign; be used for

take (a bus, airplane etc); surname Zuo; sit;
take a seat; bear fruit

grow; writings or works; do; write or
compose; feel; regard as; pretend

